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APPLICATION OF GLOBAL METHODS IN PARALLEL SHOOTING*

M. E. KRAMERf AND R. M. M. MATTHEIJ$

Abstract. A new divide and conquer method is proposed. It employs a coarse grid discretization
like multiple shooting does, but solves the local problems in a "BVP-way," i.e., by some global
method. A sophisticated error control is developed to combine local and global convergence of the
Newton updating. An implementation based on using the collocation code COLNEW is briefly
discussed and a number of examples are given to illustrate the success of the method, in particular
for singular perturbation problems.

Key words, parallel shooting, nonlinear BVP, global methods
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1. Introduction. Consider the following well-conditioned (see 2 and [3]) two-
point boundary value problem (BVP)"

(1.1a) - h(x, y), a < x < b,
(1.1b) g(y(a), y(b)) O.

Roughly speaking, methods for solving (1.1) can be divided into two classes, viz.
methods based on IVP (initial value problem) techniques, like invariant imbedding or
multiple shooting and "global" methods, like collocation or finite differences.

The main difference between these classes is that the first considers discretization
at two levels, viz. a coarse and a fine level, whereas the second is using fine level
discretization only. The advantage of the former is that it can deal with subintervals
separately (the coarse level discretization) and so needs less memory space; in fact it
may even lead to a parallel implementation. The main drawback, however, is that the
local IVPs used on each subinterval of the coarse grid may be very ill-conditioned,
viz. if the underlying ODE allows for rapidly growing modes. This may cause severe
problems for the (fine level) integration, which may only be overcome to some extent
by "refining" the coarse level mesh. Using multiple shooting, one obtains a system of
shooting vectors (initial values on the latter mesh) which, together with the boundary
conditions (BC) (1.1b), lead to a, generally nonlinear, system.

A better condition number of this system reflects the (partial) success of a finer
coarse level discretization. Even more important is the fact that the convergence
domain for Newton’s method, which may be extremely small for a very crude coarse
level grid, may be enlarged exponentially by refining. On the other hand a finer coarse
grid increases the memory usage and enlarges the system of nonlinear equations to
be solved.

Most of the unpleasant features mentioned for IVP methods are absent in global
methods. Therefore it is an attractive idea to combine the virtues of both classes. To
this end the interval [a, b] is divided into subintervals, but now linear BC (rather than
initial conditions) are defined for a local solution. In particular, one should try and
solve these local BVP by a "global" method rather than an IVP method. This idea
has the following advantages. First, it results in a more optimal memory usage and
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it renders a potential parallel feature (incidentally, a slightly related parallelism idea
is also mentioned in [4], though through a different motivation). Second, it allows
for the better convergence and stability properties of global methods and third, as
a useful byproduct, it gives an opportunity to "localize" unpleasant nonlinearities,
while at the same time the coarse level nonlinear equations might become "easier" to
solve.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In 2 we first introduce a definition of
conditioning of nonlinear BVPs and we estimate the bounds used in the Newton-
Kantorovich theorem, when applied to the matching conditions of multiple shooting.
In the subsequent section an unbiased version of the multiple shooting method is
described and a stable parallellization of the collocation method for nonlinear BVPs
is sketched based on this. The choice of local boundary conditions is discussed in 4.
In 5 we prove local convergence of the method and derive a tolerance strategy. As
we have two types of nonlinear problems, viz. a sequence of local BVP and a global
equation, we also investigate here how these two interfere. Finally, in 6 we describe
our implementation and give some numerical results.

2. Conditioning of nonlinear BVPs and its influence on multiple shoot-
ing. For linear boundary value problems the concept of well-conditioning and topics
related to it, like dichotomy and the influence of boundary conditions, has been studied
extensively; see, e.g., [9]. There is not much literature available about the condition-
ing of nonlinear BVPs. The main difference from the linear case is that the size of the
perturbations plays an essential role; multiplying a perturbation by some factor may
cause a considerably larger change in the solution than the original perturbation. In
this paper we shall use the Euclidian norm for vectors and the supremum norm for
functions, i.e.,

VueC([a,b]---,R,) IlYll :-- max Ily(x)[12.
ax<b

Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem

(2.1a) -- h(x, y), a < x < b,
(2.1b) g(y(a), y(b)) O,

with solution y*(x), and also the slightly perturbed BVP

h(x, y) + 5h(x, y), a < x < b,
g(y(a), y(b)) + 5g(y(a)), y(b)) O.

For nonlinear BVP we introduce the following conditioning concept.
Assumption 2.1. Let A > 0 be a constant, such that the convex neighborhood

Du := (y e C([a, b] Rn)l IlY Y*II -< A}
of y* (x) satisfies

(a) y* is the only solution of (2.1) in by,
(b) the first and second derivatives of h(x, y) with respect to y and the first and

second (partial) derivatives of g(u, v) are bounded, say by Cgh.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let y*(x) be an isolated solution of (2.1). For every e > 0
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define

(2.3a)
D() := {(hg, tih) e C(R" Rn Rn) C([a, b] R" Rn)I;

(i) (2.2) has a solution (x) e by, which is unique in by;

(ii) Ig((a), (b)) < and llh(x, y(x))]l < }.

Now define the conditioning constant a(; y*) of (2.1) by

(2.3b)
(; y*):-inf{c > O[V(g,h)eD(): [1--Y*[[ <-- c([hg((a),(b))[ +

The BVP is well conditioned at y* (x) if there is an such that (; y*) is of moderate
size.

This definition of conditioning constant for nonlinear BVPs generalizes the nor-
mally used definition for linear BVPs (see, e.g., [3]). Since the linearization of a BVP
describes the first-order effect of small perturbations on the nonlinear BVP, we expect
the conditioning constant of the linearized BVP to be less than or equal to that of
the original nonlinear BVP.

Let

(e.a)
Oh(x,y)

L(x) :=
Oy Iu=y*(x), Ba

Og(u, y* (b)
Bb :=

Og(y*(a),v)
Ov

and consider the linearized BVP with inhomogeneities q(x) and :
(2.5a) k(x) L(x)z(x) + q(x), a < x < b,
(2.5b) Baz(a) + Bbz(b) .

LEMMA 2.3. The conditioning constant tlin of the linear BVP (2.5) does not
exceed lim0 a(e; y*).

Proof. Let e > 0, q(x) e C([a, b] -- ln) and e Rn. And let z(x) be the solution
of the linearized BVP (2.5) at y* (x). For any e R+, the function (z is a solution of
(2.5) with inhomogeneity cq and boundary value c. Define y(x; c) :-- y*(x)-z(x);
then y(x; c) satisfies the perturbed BVP (2.2) with

h(x, y) :- h(x, y*) h(x, y) L(x; y*)(y* y) q(x),
5g(u,v) :- g(y*(a),y*(b)) g(u,v) Ba(y*)(u y*(a)) Bb(y*)(v y*(b)) (.

And this perturbed BVP can be rewritten into the following form:

L(x; y*)y + [h(x, y*) A(x; y*)y* aq(x)], a < x < b,

Ba(y*)y(a) + Bb(y*)y(b) Ba(y*)y*(a) + Bb(y*)y*(b) ,
i.e., the linearization of (2.1) at y*(x). Hence its solution y(x; a) is unique if Klin(Y*)
is finite. If c is sufficiently small, the solution y(x; a) will be in Dy and the size of
the perturbations that are bounded by
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will be smaller than e. Now application of Definition 2.2 yields

Finally, let a approach zero. Cl

From this lemma we see that if a nonlinear BVP is well-conditioned, even on a
small domain, then its linearization is well-conditioned too. This in turn implies that
the linearized BVP is dichotomic (see [9]), i.e., the solution space can be split into a
subspace of nondecreasing modes and a subspace of nonincreasing modes, where the
angle between the two spaces is bounded away from zero. If the linearized BVP at the
solution y*(x) is exponentially dichotomic, then this is also true for the linearization
at neighboring functions y(x) (see [10]). For these kinds of BVPs the conditioning
constant a(; y*) may vary strongly with .

When solving this BVP by multiple shooting the interval [a, b] is subdivided into
N subintervals [xk,xk+l] with a xl < x2 <_ < XN+ b and on each such
subinterval the IVP

(2.6a) - h(x, y), xk < x < xk+,

(2.65) y(xk) sk,

is solved. The solution of the IVP on the kth interval is denoted by yk(x; Sk). The
concatenation of these solutions becomes the solution to the original BVP (2.1) by
requiring that they form a continuous function satisfying the boundary conditions. So
the initial vectors sk must be the solution of the following set of nonlinear equations:

f(s) O, y e C(R"N R"N); with s’= (s[,s’,...,SN)"

and

(2.8) f(s)

YN-I(XN; 8N-1) yN(XN; 8N)
g(Yl(Xl; 81),yN(XN4-1; 8N)) j

If the BVP is nonlinear, the function f(s) is nonlinear too and (2.7) must be solved
by some iterative scheme.

Inherent to a BVP is that the underlying ODE may contain exponentially growing
modes. For the well conditioning of the problem it is vital that those modes are
controlled at the endpoint. However, on the subintervals only initial conditions are
imposed. Due to this a method based on shooting encounters several drawbacks. First
the approximating solution may blow up and may not reach the proposed endpoint
or the numerical solution to the IVP may become unstable. Such problems can be
overcome to some extent by taking smaller subintervals. Second, after integration,
one must obtain the Newton update from a linear system J(s) -f(s), where
J(s) is the Jacobian of f(s). Methods used to solve this system should be suitable to
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handle the presence of both growing and decaying modes. Some stable schemes have
been developed that implicitly distinguish between growing and decaying modes (see,
e.g., [3 Chap. 7]).

The problems just mentioned arise for linear and nonlinear BVPs alike. For non-
linear BVPs one encounters an additional problem. Since f(s) may be sensitive to
changes in the vector s in certain directions, the convergence domain of Newton’s
method might be small in those directions. Before deriving our results we first intro-
duce some notation.

Notation 2.4. Let the vector s* E ]1nN be such that y* (x) y(x; s*), and define

(2.9) 08 {8 e nNIVl<k<N 3yED y(x)lxe[xk,+l] yk(x; 8k)}.

For all 1 <_ k <_ N the constant ak is defined by

(2.10) ak := sup lima(e; yk(x; Sk))
sD8 eO

with a(; yk(x; Sk)) the conditioning constant of (2.6). (N.B. (2.6) is a special case of
a BVP; hence we use the definition of conditioning constant given in Definition 2.2.)

Now let the linearized ODE on [xk,xk+l] be

(2.11a) - nk(x; s)z, i.e. nk(x; s)-
Oh(x,y)

( 8)Oy

and denote the linearization of the boundary conditions by B(s) and Bb(s), i.e.,

(2.11b)

Ba(8)-
Og(U, yN(XN+i;SN))

In=y1 1) Sb(8)----
Og(yl(Xi;Sl),V)

Ou (; OV

Furthermore Yk(x; s) and Gk(x, t; s) denote the fundamental solution and the Green’s
function of (2.11), respectively, where the fundamental solution is scaled such that
Yk(x; s)= I. The Jacobian J(s) of f(s) is

(2.12) J(s)=

Ba(8)

-I

YN-I (XN; SN-1)

B(s)YN(XN+I; SN)

According to the Newton-Kantorovich theorem (see, e.g., [12]), convergence of New-
ton’s algorithm with initial guess so is guaranteed, if the product y7llJ-(s)f(s)l <
0.5; here "), is the Lipschitz constant of J(s) near s* and r is an upper bound on

IIJ-(s)ll near s*. In practice the convergence domain may be larger, but often the
bounds from this theorem are indicative as far as they relate to smoothness of the
first and second derivatives (they cannot be improved in the scalar case and are to be
specified on a ball rather than a potentially more eccentric region in a multivariate
case due to the use of norms).

THEOREM 2.5.

(2.13)

s,aEDs IIJ(s) J(a)l < C2h/4 + 4Cgha6N(XN/l XN)2 -- mkax(a(Xk/ Xk)2).
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Proof. Let s,a e Ds. Now for each of the first (N- 1) block rows of J(s) we
estimate the difference in the fundamental solutions:

Yk(x; a) Yk(x; s) + Gk(x, t; s)(Lk(t; a) ik(t; s))Yk(t; a)dt.
ggk

Since IILk(x; s) nk(x; a)l <_ Cghllyk(x; S) yk(X; a)ll <_ CghakllS a[, this yields

IlYk(x; s) Yk(x; a) g(Xk+l Xk) [lLk(t; s) Lk(t;

For the last block row we have the estimate

[IBa(s) Ba((:r)l[

_
CghllSN+l N+lll + CghllSl alll

<_ 2CghllS all.
For the block containing the endpoint conditions an analogous upper bound can be
found. Combining these estimates we get (2.14a). [:]

For an exponentially dichotomic BVP with the strongest growing mode growing
like ex, one can easily prove that k is at least O(exp(A(Xk+l Xk)) ).

Furthermore we need to estimate [IJ-l(s)[[ and IlJ-(s)f(s)l[. For linear BVPs
the inverse of the Jacobian is essentially bounded by N times the conditioning constant
of the global BVP (see [8]).

Hence, IIg-l(s*)ll will be of the order of magnitude of N.lime$0 a(e; y(x; s*)) and
by continuity argument IIg-l(s)l will be about the same size for s sufficiently close
to 8".

In case of exponential dichotomy taking smaller subintervals will reduce the size
of the conditioning constant and hence the Lipschitz constant of J(s), moreover, at
the expense of enlarging system (2.12).

From the above considerations we see that the convergence of Newton’s method
to solve f(s) 0 may be jeopardized by a large Lipschitz constant of the Jacobian,
i.e., the influence of the second-order term in the expression

/of(s*) f(s) + J(s)(s* s)/ [J(s + t(s* s)) J(s)](s* s)dt

may not be negligible.

3. Unbiased multiple shooting. In the previous section we have seen that
the convergence domain and behavior of Newton’s method applied in the multiple
shooting process is influenced by the conditioning constant of the local problems.
This renders the idea that the convergence behavior can be improved by defining
well-conditioned problems on the subintervals instead of IVPs, i.e., that (2.6) should
be replaced by

(3.1a)
(3.1b) - h(x, y), Xk < x < Xk+l,

Ak lim yk(x) + Bk lim yk(X) Sk.xx

One can easily prove that Theorem 2.5 also holds for this more general formulation
of the shooting method. In both [8] and [2] this formulation was used to analyze the
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convergence and stability of finite difference methods applied to linear BVPs with
internal layers and/or turning points. Here we investigate the actual implementation
of this generalization of multiple shooting. First of all we see that if Ak 7 0 and
Bk 7 0, a BVP with linear boundary conditions is defined on every subinterval. Now
it may seem unwise to replace one problem by N problems of the same type with
additional unknowns sk, 1 <_ k <_ N. However, there could be some merit in this
splitting.

As we just pointed out, the use of ordinary multiple shooting may be disadvan-
tageous. Hence for solving the "local" problems we only consider the use of global
methods, i.e., finite differences or collocation. A divide and conquer method is the
following Unbiased Multiple Shooting (UMS) algorithm.

3.1. UMS-algorithm.
given an initial estimate y0 for y*, compute the vector so from (3.1b);
while IIf(s)ll is not sufficiently small

do begin
(A1) on every subinterval compute a new approximation yJ to the solution of (3.1)

for the new value sJ, with yj-1 as initial guess by collocation or finite differ-
ences;

(A2) compute the residual vector f(sJ) and perform a Newton iteration rendering
SJ+1"

end

The two steps (A1) and (A2) do not have an equal status. An important difference
is that every update of s requires a new approximation to the solution of (3.1), i.e.,
at every iteration only one update on s is made. On the other hand in step (A1)
the vector s is kept fixed and obtaining a new approximation yJ may require several
Newton iterations or even choosing a new local collocation grid. In fact (A1) can
stand for a call to a collocation algorithm and will generally contain what we call an
"inner" iteration loop (as opposed to the "outer" iteration on s).

Notice that at step (A1) every subinterval can be treated completely indepen-
dently. Thus a major part of the memory needed for the collocation or finite difference
process at one step can be used again at the next one, as we only store information
about y(x) and not about the linearized system. This way it may be possible to
handle more difficult problems that would otherwise require more memory for storing
information on the global grid.

On the other hand step (A1) opens the possibility of implementation on a parallel
computer. For every vector sJ the local BVPs on the subintervals can be distributed
over the available processors. The Newton update of sj requires the fundamental
solution of the linearized local BVP (these form Oy(x; s)/Os). Again this can be done
on different processors for the different subintervals. This could be combined with a
stable parallel algorithm to solve J -f, for instance the one described in [4] or

We briefly consider some aspects of this parallelization; in particular we estimate
the computational costs. A straightforward parallel implementation of step (A1) of
the UMS-algorithm 3.1 consists of assigning every local BVP to a different processor.
We will assume that a sufficient number of processors is available. Hence the kth
processor has to apply a collocation or finite difference code to the nonlinear BVP on
[xk, Xk+l]. This is an iterative process, say with mk iterations. Suppose the local grid
consists of Nk points. Then the costs for one iteration can be approximated by the
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following.

forming the linearized system:

solving the linear system J -f (by SOLVEBLOCK):
computing the new solution z(x; s):

O(n 
O(nN )

O(n N )

Additionally choosing new grids and estimating the discretization error involve com-
putations, but they require only O(nNk) operations, which is negligible compared
to the costs of one iteration. If Nk is taken as the size of the largest grid used on

[xk, xk+l], then the total costs of step (A1) on N parallel processors is

O(n3 max(Nkmk)).

An optimal choice for the subintervals would be one that equidistributes mkNk as
much as possible. Hence the coarse grid should be finer in areas where the solution
changes rapidly. The above argument is based on the assumption that computation
of the functions h and g is about equally expensive at every point of the interval [a, b].
If this is not the case, an optimal choice of subinterval should take this point into
account.

Step (A2) of the UMS-algorithm essentially consists of solving a linear system.
In the literature several methods are mentioned to perform this in parallel. In [13]
a parallel algorithm is presented especially for the systems arising in collocation and
finite differences. There the matrix is partitioned into smaller pieces of the same
structure, thus performing implicitly an idea similar to unbiased shooting. (However,
the choice of local boundary conditions is not addressed, nor is it clear that the
algorithm renders well-conditioned local BVPs.) Under the assumption that there
are more processors than local subintervals, the computational costs of step (A2) are
O(n3N). In [4] several parallel solution methods for the linear system are considered.
As a stable method, a least squares formulation is mentioned. A stable odd/even
reduction and elimination is used to solve J’J -J’f in O(n3 log N) time, if O(N)
processors are available.

Finally, we mentioned the structured QR-decomposition described in [14]. This
method, which is stable for well-condition BVPs, partitions the system into blocks
and performs a special QR-decomposition on every block (in parallel). If there are
approximately 1/2N processors available (i.e., even less than we assumed for step (A1)),
the algorithm takes O(n3 log N) operations.

Let a denote the number of outer iterations on the vector s in Algorithm 3.1.
Then parallel computation requires O(n3a(log N + max mkNk)) flops. Hence we see
that the costs will be minimal if N is taken rather large, with only a few "fine" grid
points per subinterval.

One may also encounter a situation where the problem at hand has a few regions
where the problem is essentially more difficult than elsewhere. This may be due to
a locally poor initial guess or to local sensitivity of the BVP. When a collocation
code is applied to the BVP on the entire interval, the internal Newton solver may
require a considerable number of iterations. If the interval is split into smooth regions
and more difficult ones, application of the same code will generally require only a few
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iterations on the smooth regions; at the same time it is to be expected that solving the
BVP on the difficult subintervals does not take more iterations than solving the BVP
on the entire interval. However, these iterations for the former require less function
calls and the solution of smaller linear systems. Hence to solve this type of problem a
sequential implementation of the UMS-algorithm will require less computational costs
than a collocation or finite difference code applied to the entire interval. A nice class
of such BVPs are formed by singularly perturbed problems, where a reduced solution
(i.e., the -outer- solution of the reduced problem) is easy to find. This is illustrated
in Example 3.1.

In order to test the UMS-algorithm experimentally we implemented a sequential
code, using the collocation code COLNEW, cf. [1], [6], to solve the BVPs on the
subintervals. For more details on this implementation see 6. Note that COLNEW
has just been used as a subroutine; the overall performance might be enhanced by
fine tuning this (or any other) "global solver."

Example 3.1. Consider the singularly perturbed BVP, cf. [11],

(3.2a) ) 3,
(3.2b) y(0) -0, y(1) =0.5.

The limiting solution for 0,

0 0 < x < 0.5,

x- 0.5, 0.5 _< x <_ 1,

has a discontinuity in its first derivative at x 0.5. We solved this BVP by the
collocation code COLNEW cf. [6] on the entire interval and by the UMS-algorithm
up to a tolerance 10-6, i.e., IlY- zll <- 10-6(1 + IlYlI) and I1- 1[ -< 10-6(1 + I111),
with y the exact solution and z its numerical approximation. The reduced solution
(3.2c) was used as initial guess and the local boundary conditions were the analogue
of (3.2b), i.e.,

Ak Bk
0 0 1 0

In the UMS-algorithm with E [10-2, 10-4] no iterations on s were needed as the
norm of the first update was already less than 10-s. The results are listed in Tables
3.1 and 3.2. The column "memory use" states the number of double precision mem-
ory locations (in standard IBM Fortran) required for the collocation algorithm; the
additional memory used for integers is negligible. The UMS-algorithm saves about
35% to 75% on both function evaluations and memory use.

TABLE 3.1
UMS on (3.2a, b) with tol---- 10-6.

xk memory use # f-calls
1st 2nd 3rd interval

10-2
10-3
10-4

0.380, 0.620 9728 18 2968 30
0.485, 0.515 14592 18 3366 22
0.499, 0.501 14592 18 3414 22
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TABLE 3.2
COLNEW on (3.2a, b) with tol= 10-6.

memory use # f-calls

10-2 14592 4578
10-3 58368 13140
10-4 58368 13500

4. Choice of boundary conditions. An important issue in our algorithm is the
choice of the local boundary conditions (BCs). Occasionally local BCs are provided
naturally by the problem (e.g., (3.2a,b)). Otherwise the choice

(4.1) Ak Bk I

is generally an acceptable one. Indeed, if the solution modes show only small changes
in direction, we do not expect any cancellation effects to occur in AkYk(xk)+BkYk(Xk+l).
The complexity of most algorithms for collocation and finite differences reduces con-
siderably if the boundary conditions are separated. However, if the dichotomy struc-
ture of the BVP is not known, arbitrarily chosen, or separated, BCs are more likely
to produce ill-conditioned local BVPs, than the choice (4.1). Separated BCs can of
course be obtained by adding as many auxiliary variables as there are coupled BC.
Fortunately, there is an alternative to enlarging the system.

Suppose we have an initial guess y0 of the solution of (3.1), (4.1) and we are
able to compute the fundamental solution Yk(x) of the linearized problem at y0 (i.e.,
the BVP is not too ill-posed). Now let UkkVk be the singular value decomposition
of Yk(xk+l)Y-l(xk). Note that this operation is not excessively expensive, since

Yk(Xk/l) and Yk(Xk) have to be computed anyway for the Newton iteration on s and
a SVD requires O(n3) operations. So the computational costs are negligible compared
to the O(Kn3) operations required for solving the linear equations to update y in the
collocation process, with K the number of collocation grid points.

Now let p, 1 _< p _< n, be such that the singular values ai _> 1 for 1 _< _< p and
ai _< 1 for p + 1 _< _< n. According to [9] the boundary conditions

induce a BVP (a.1) on [x,+l] with conditioning constant c + 4c, where c is the
conditioning constant of (a. 1), (4.1). This can be unsatisfactory if c is large. However,
the conditioning constant of (a.1), (4.) can be related to that of the global BVP (2.1)
at y0 as is shown by the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.1. Let yO E Dy and let (e; y0) denote the conditioning constant of the
BVP (2.2) with solution yO. The conditioning constant of (3.1), (4.2) does not exceed
lim0(a(; y0)+ 4a2(; y0)).

Proof. The conditioning constant of the global linearized BVP (2.11), (2.12) at y0
is bounded by a(0; y0). According to [8] there exists BC on every subinterval of [a, b]
such that the conditioning constant of (2.6) does not exceed a(0; y0). The proof now
readily follows from the fact that the product Y(xk+l)Y-l(Xk) is independent of the
BC. D

In practice one has to be careful when implementing boundary conditions such
as (4.2). From a computational point of view it is preferable to compute the SVD
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from one of the first approximations y0 and yl. However, if they differ greatly from
the solution y*(x), i.e., lie outside Dy, both the directions and the singular values
may be so inaccurate that the conditioning of (3.1), (4.2) is not very good. This is
demonstrated by the next example.

Example 4.1. Consider the boundary value problem, proposed, e.g., in [7],

with boundary conditions

YlY5 -(n- 1)y2ya + 8(y4 + 1),

(4.3b) Yl (0) y2(O) y4(O) O, y2(o0) O, y4(o0) 1.

Since at x 60 the solution is almost constant, cf. [7], we solve the problem on
the interval [0, 60], i.e., we choose the endpoint L 60 instead of oc. We applied
the UMS-algorithm to this BVP for the parameters n s 0.2. Since the solution
shows an oscillatory behavior with an almost constant frequency and an amplitude
decreasing with x, the size of the subintervals has to increase to obtain a balanced
workload. Hence we use the interval division: [0, 5], [5, 10], [10, 30], and [30, 60]. First
we choose the boundary conditions

Ak Bk I.

This is required six "outer" iterations on s to obtain a precision of 10-6. In the first
and fifth iteration the singular value decomposition of Yk(Xk+)Y-l(xk) was com-
puted. In both cases we found that three singular values were larger than 1, implying
that the problem has three nondecreasing modes. This seems to be contradicted by
the global BCs, which have two endpoint conditions, indicating two nondecreasing
modes. However, only two singular values were considerably larger than 1, ranging
from 102 at [0, 5] to 106 at the last subinterval, and the third singular value was
just larger than 1. We applied the BCs resulting from both singular value decompo-
sitions using both two and three initial conditions.

Although convergence was obtained with the local BC resulting form the first
iteration, the computational costs are, as expected, higher than for the local BC re-
sulting from the fifth iteration. The failure on the last interval [30, 60] with local BC
resulting from the first iteration with two initial conditions can be viewed as a stan-
dard example of ill-conditioning due to boundary conditions. Let Bk(i, j) denote the
endpoint conditions on the kth subinterval resulting from the fundamental solutions
obtained in the ith iteration with j initial conditions. The BC resulting from the
5th iteration seem to give rather well-conditioned local BVPs. However, the angle
between the three-dimensional subspaces of range (B4 (1, 2)) and range (B4 (5, 2)) is
almost 90, so B4(1, 2) does not control one of the directions controlled by B4 (5, 2).

In parallel implementation the computing time for the UMS-algorithm would be
less than for the global collocation algorithm, when using the coupled BC Ak Bk I
or the BC resulting from the fifth iteration. However, the reduction of computational
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time would have been considerably larger if less iterations on the shooting vectors had
been necessary, as we saw for the singularly perturbed BVP in Example 3.1.

For solving the BVP (4.3) the memory requirement for the UMS-algorithm for
separated local BC is almost 45% less than for collocation on the entire interval,
see Table 4.1. When using the nonseparated BC Ak Bk I, the memory use is
considerably larger than for the other, separated BC. This is due to the fact that the
collocation solver used needs separated BC; hence we have to add 5 trivial differential
equations to create the separation artificially (see [5]). Application of COLNEW to
each of the subintervals does not require more grid points for the coupled BC than
for the other local BC.

TABLE 4.1

UMS applied to (4.3a + b), eps 10-6

# f-calls
iter [0, 5] [5,10] [10, 30] [30, 60] memory use

Ak Bk I 7 2832 1192 2688 3072 88101
1st iter., 3 init. cond. 8 2960 1408 3264 4256 25961
5th iter., 3 init. cond. 6 1952 928 2224 2560 25961
1st iter., 2 init. cond. 4 fail of COLNEW on [30, 60]
5th iter., 2 init. cond. 7 2378 1408 2336 2816 25641

COLNEW applied to (4.3a + b), tol 10-6

4080 46336

5. Convergence. In the UMS-algorithm, as sketched in the previous section,
two iterative processes are interacting, viz. a process on sJ and another on yJ; however,
the algorithm is not symmetric with respect to sJ and yJ.

One can implement the algorithm of 3 in various ways. For the "outer" iteration
on s we can use well-known adaptations of Newton’s method such as damping and
keeping the Jacobian fixed. Additionally there are several ways to perform the "inner"
step (A1) on yJ. One can call a collocation or finite difference routine to obtain yJ
and estimates 1(x) for the fundamental solutions Y(x; y(x; sJ)) (that are required
for the Jacobian J(s)) with prescribed tolerances. These tolerances need not be kept
constant during the entire process. At the first few steps, when sj is far away from the
solution s*, it is not necessary to approximate yk(x, sj) very well. But, as we show,
eventual quadratic convergence requires the tolerance for yJ to decrease like IIsj -s* 2

and the tolerance for ]Y (x) like IIs s*ll at the last few steps of the algorithm.
Another way to implement step (A1) hinges even more strongly on the observation

that it does not pay to compute yk(x; sk) very accurately if sj is still far form s*. We
can choose a fixed collocation grid on every subinterval and at the jth "outer" iteration
step we perform only a few Newton iterations on the collocation scheme to obtain yJ
(i.e., without an accuracy requirement). This way the iteration on the vector sj plays
a more dominant role than in the implementation suggested before. Once convergence
of sj and yJ on a grid has been established, the discretization error is estimated and
the grid adjusted and refined accordingly. The initial grid should be chosen carefully;
an overly coarse grid may not give convergence.

An important issue is convergence of the UMS-algorithm. In both implementa-
tions the Newton update on the vector s will not be computed using the real Jacobian
J(s), but only through an approximation JJ. Suppose (without loss of generality) that
both the approximation yJk(X) to yk(x; Sj) and ](x)to Yk(x; y(x; s)) are continuous
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functions. Let Yk(x; Yk) denote the fundamental solution of the linearized BVP at

yk(x) and define

An estimate of the discretization errors is generally provided by the collocation or
finite difference code used locally. To investigate the difference between the Jacobian
J(s) and its approximation JY, we estimate the difference between Yk(x; y(M)) and
its computed approximation ]7 (x).

LEMMA 5.1. Let s E Ds and yJ by. Assume that the machine precision is
essentially smaller than eu,k and eY,k. Then

Vl<<VI,/ II?(x)- Y(x; ())11 < C,, + ,,.
If the local BVPs are well-conditioned there is a constant C of moderate size such
that

(5.2b) IIJ(sj) JJllo <- 2eJy + 2ceJ

Proof. The matrix Y (x) contains errors due to
(i) the error in
(ii) discretization errors in integrating the linearized problem;
(iii) rounding errors.
The influence of the first error can be estimated by

xk+l

Yk(x; yJ)- Yk(x; y(sJ))- G(x,t; y(sJ))(i(t; YJk)- i(t; y(sJ))Yk(t; yJ)dt.

Since IlL(t; yJ) L(t; y(sJ))ll <_ CghllyJk(x) yk(x; sJ)ll this yields

max I[Yk(x; yJ) Yk(x; y(sY))ll <_ Cgha max Ilyk(X) yk(X;

Now (5.2a) follows from the fact that the discretization error mentioned under (ii) is
e J and the assumption that the computational errors arecontrolled by a parameter Y,k

negligible compared to the other errors.
The last block row of g(s) contains derivatives of the boundary conditions g(u, v).

By writing

Ba(yj) Ba(y(sJ)) Og(u, YN (XN+
OU

Og(t, yN(XN+I ;sJ))
OUt---y (Xl) t:Yl (Xl ;8

we obtain

’2 2 j Cgh(Jy,1 + y,N)tl"IIBa(y(xl)),Z(Xl) Ba(Yl(Xl; SJ))Y(xl; sJ)l ’htly,1 -- J

Now (5.2b) follows immediately from this relation and (5.2a). D
From estimate (5.2a) we see that the choice of Sy,k per subinterval (i.e., the user

prescribed tolerances for the local collocation scheme) can be used to equidistribute
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the errors in the Jacobian. This can be useful if the bound Cgh is known to vary over
the subintervals.

The iterates sj are found by Newton’s method; hence we have local quadratic
convergence, if the Jacobian matrices are determined with sufficient accuracy. In our
algorithm the accuracy depends on j and j

LEMMA 5.2. Let sj E D8 and yJ Dy. And let Cj,j be bounds on IIJ(s)ll,
IIJ-l(s)ll, respectively, s e 08 and let Lj be the Lipschitz constant of J(s) on 08.
Then there is a constant C of moderate size (cf. Lemma 5.1) such that

(5.3) IIsj+l s*[I <_ LjjIIsJ s*ll 2 + 2Cg(ey + C)llsj s*ll + 2gey.

Proof. Although f is a function of s, it can be evaluated at every piecewise con-
tinuous function y(x) on [a, b]; this function will be denoted by F(y). Application of
Newton’s algorithm with the approximate Jacobian ? gives

8j+ s* sj s* 3-1F(yy)
sj s* J-(sJ)f(s) + J-l(s)f(s) J-IF(yJ).

Hence

*11 jLjIIsY s*ll + IIJ-l(sj) 3-111.11f(sY)ll + Ilff-lll.llf(ay) F(yJ)ll
< jLjllsj *11 + 113-1(3_ j(sJ))j-x(J)ll.llf(sJ f(s*)l + j2u

<_ jLjIIj *112 + 2Cj(C + f)ll *11 + 2j,
The previous lemmas prove that an implementation of the UMS-algorithm, where

yJ and Y(x) are computed within given accuracy at every step, is locally convergent.
Moreover, this convergence is quadratic if eventually the tolerances are decreased such
that

I1j -*11 and IIsj -s*ll 2

The other implementation where the collocation grid is kept fixed and only a few
Newton updates for yJ are computed before computing a new s can give at most a
linear convergence rate. Since Y (x) is the solution of a linear BVP the error Y,k
fully determined by the discretization error, i.e., by the g.rid choice. Hence, unlike the
error estimate for the first implementation, the factor ellsj s*ll remains a linear
term in the error estimate (5.3).

6. Numerical results. In the previous sections we looked at theoretical aspects
of the UMS-algorithm. Next we investigate its performance in practice. We wrote
a code for first-order ODE systems (higher-order ODEs can be reformulated into
first-order ones; see [5]) and used the existing collocation code COLNEW, cf. [1],
[6], to solve the local BVPs on the subintervals. Because COLNEW can only deal
with separated BC the use of coupled BC increased the memory use substantially, as
dummy variables have to be added to artificially separate the BC (see Example 4.1).
Although our numerical results show some effects to be attributed to peculiarities
of COLNEW, rather than UMS, the overall results indicate a satisfactory agreement
with the analysis, which was the main objective.

Our UMS implementation has two precision parameters, EPSS and TOLFY. Con-
vergence of the algorithm is declared if the norm of the update 5s on the shooting
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vector s is less than EPSS. The parameter TOLFJ is the error tolerance for the so-
lution of the local BVPs obtained by COLNEW; hence TOLFJ is equivalent to
in 5. Accordingly, TOLFJ is rather large at first (10-2, 10-3), in order to reduce
the computational costs, and is decreased thereafter. We found that the requirement
that TOLFJ IIisJll 2 is not always sufficient. Sometimes it occurred that IIf(sJ)ll <_
WOLF/. Since most components of f(sJ) are the difference between two values of yJ,
these components may have no significant digits at all, due to cancellation. Hence the
computed direction of tis may be inaccurate. In order to prevent this, we want TOLFJ
to be less than or equal to the expected value of IIf(sJ+l)ll, which is approximately
IIf(sJ)ll 2. This finally leads to the following algorithm to determine WOLF:

(EPSS min (WOLFj IIf(sJ)’12 11(8J1’2))(6.1) WOLFj+l max
10 10 10

where we used the factor 10-1 to ensure that 6s has at least one significant digit.
Singularly perturbed BVPs, where the position and (approximate) width of the

layers can be obtained analytically, are very well suited to show how well the UMS-
algorithm performs. Often one can use the reduced solution (i.e., for 0) to obtain
a very good initial guess for the solution at small values. It is advisable to choose the
subintervals such that each one of them contains either an entire layer or a smooth
region. Then the shooting vector s, obtained from the reduced solution, is quite
accurate and none or very few "outer" iterations are necessary.

When transforming a higher-order singularly perturbed BVP into a first-order
BVP, we have to pay special attention to scaling. In some cases (e.g., Example 6.1)
the first derivative reaches values of the order of -1. Hence we scale the derivative
term as in

u(z)

v(x)

The results of applying COLNEW to singularly perturbed problems, as shown in the
examples, indicate that the memory use for lO-k,k E {2,3, 4, 5}, is generally
a multiple of that for the previous e. This is due to the fact that we do not allow
COLNEW to use its grid generator, but just let it halve the grid successively until the
required tolerances have been obtained. In [1] this strategy is suggested for this type
of problem, because the grid generator fails to "see" the layers at first and produces a
grid on which no convergence can be obtained, leading to failure of the code. We tested
several initial grids for the aforementioned e values and tabulated some results. An
unintentional advantage of the UMS-algorithm is that the grid generator of COLNEW
worked properly on subintervals that contained a layer and a small part of a smooth
region only.

Example 6.1. Consider the singularly perturbed BVP; cf. [3]:

(6.3a) y(1 ), 0 < x < 1,

(6.35) y(0) =0.5,

The stable solution to the reduced problem is y(x) x + 1. Since it satisfies the
endpoint condition, there will be a boundary layer at x 0. Tranformation (6.2)
was used to convert the problem into a first-order system. As we anticipated the
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correctness of s, we set TOLF, the required tolerance for the first variable u, to
10-6. The tolerance for the second variable, v, needed special attention. Because
v e on a major part of the interval and COLNEW uses the mixed convergence
criterion

Ilabsolute error in vii <_ TOLFv(1 -t-Ilvll),

the variable v has only -log (TOLFv/e) correct digits. Indeed experiments with
e 10-5 and TOLF TOLF. 10-6 yielded a highly oscillatory "solution." To
ensure that v has at least 3 correct digits we imposed the tolerance TOLF. 10-3 .

The results tabulated in Table 6.1 show that the UMS-algorithm saves both mem-
ory and function calls compared to COLNEW. Note, however, that the typical dou-
bling of grid points is a COLNEW feature and is open to improvement. The subin-
terval choice is clearly not optimal in balancing the work load for different processors.
However, splitting the layer region into several subintervals does not pay off; in this
case the correct value of the shooting vector is not known in advance and several iter-
ations on s are needed, therefore the additional computational costs for the iterations
on s are considerably larger than the reduction of costs per iteration.

TABLE 6.1

le 2
le--3
le 4
le--5

X2
UMS, epss 10-6

memory use # f-calls
1st 2nd interval

15e- 2 5624 1538 18
15e- 3 6080 1610 18
15e 4 12160 2890 18
15e- 5 24320 5510 18

COLNEW, tol 10-6

memory use f-calls

7296 1932
7296 2484

29184 6204
58368 12540

7. Conclusion. In 2 we described the multiple shooting method for nonlinear
BVPs. We found that the set of equations f(s), and also the corresponding Jacobian,
could be very sensitive for changes in the starting vector s in some directions. In
fact the Lipschitz constant of the Jacobian is bounded in terms of the conditioning
constant of the local problems. Due to this sensitivity it may be difficult to solve the
nonlinear equation f(s) with Newton’s method.

Based on these considerations we investigated the consequences of defining well-
conditioned BVPs on the subintervals. The resulting UMS-algorithm contains two
types of iterations. First there is the iterative process on the "shooting" vector s,
analogously to the ordinary multiple shooting algorithm. And, since every update
on s requires the computation of new solutions for the local BVPs, there is a second
iterative process, solving the local nonlinear BVPs by collocation or finite differences.

Note that in the UMS-algorithm both the "global" equation f(s) and the local
BVPs are well-conditioned problems.

The UMS-algorithm is not only a generalization of multiple shooting, but also of
collocation and finite differences. This generalization gives the possibility of making
a stable parallel algorithm for solving nonlinear BVPs.

In a sequential implementation the algorithm combines the potentially stable
features of global solution methods with the more modest memory requirements of
multiple shooting.
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